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LocationHotels in Bhopal
Satpura Tiger Reserve
Bori Wildlife Sanctuary



HotelJehan Numa Palace
Jehan Numa Retreat



HotelJehan Numa Palace
Jehan Numa Retreat
Reni Pani Jungle Lodge
Bori Safari Lodge



Check In

Check Out

Adults1
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Children0
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Promo Code





More Options 




Special Offers  Weekend Staycation Package
Stay at Jehan Numa Hotels for 2 nights & 3 days at Rs. 23,499 and enjoy amazing inclusions. Book now!
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Jehan Numa Hotels


Luxury Hotels and Resorts in Bhopal
  +91 75 5266 1100 | +91 75 5423 5100
  reservation@jnph.in




Experience Gracious Hospitality & Fine Elegance



Defined by our values and is a serene experience that we offer our guests, who seek to enter a world of leisure and rejuvenation. In the edge of a green forest or the palace that speaks the story of century-old history, our beautiful properties in Bhopal will astonish you with exceptional hospitality and facilities.
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Our Hotels
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 Jehan Numa Palace
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Much like its history, the Palace presents a charming medley of colonial style, princely Indian culture and unexpected modern trendiness. A timeless courtesy and subtle sophistication reflect in every service lending credence to the visitor who said 'its too intimate to be called a place, too friendly to be called a hotel.'
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 Jehan Numa Retreat
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Sprung up from the earth as it were, at the edge of a green forest - the Van Vihar National Park - this snug spa and resort has been created in the tradition of a culture and life that is nourished by its relationship with nature. And in turn, it nourishes guests – and revives them, body and soul.
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 Reni Pani Jungle Lodge
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Reni Pani Jungle Lodge is an exquisitely designed conservation and wildlife focused lodge located close to the Satpura National park and Tiger Reserve. It features 12 luxury cottages encompassing 3 distinct structural designs, a cosy central meeting place called the Gol Ghar & a jungle pool located along its seasonal nullah.
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 Reni Pani Jungle Lodge
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Reni Pani Jungle Lodge is an exquisitely designed conservation and wildlife focused lodge located close to the Satpura National park and Tiger Reserve. It features 12 luxury cottages encompassing 3 distinct structural designs, a cosy central meeting place called the Gol Ghar & a jungle pool located along its seasonal nullah.
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 Bori Safari Lodge
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Get to enjoy the raw beauty of nature from our 8-appointed rooms located near the Bori Wildlife Sanctuary, nestled amidst a 7.5-acre farmland estate. With an in-house restaurant and various wilderness activities, our resort offers a complete village life experience while keeping in mind the comfort of a contemporary traveller.
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 LODGES & CAMPS
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 Reni Pani | Bori Safari Lodge
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 PROGRAMS
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 Satpura Under Canvas | Churna Camps
 
 Pachmarhi
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 ABOUT US
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BBC is a high-end patisserie and bakery specializing in contemporary pastries, breads, and other baked products. The brand is a pioneer in bringing world-class baked goods to Bhopal and Central India.
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 LUXURY CAKES
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For clients looking for exquisite cakes that offer a culinary cake sensation rich in both flavour and design, we are your brand of choice in the city.





 
















Jehan Numa Hotels
Jehan Numa Palace Hotel Pvt. Ltd. 157, Shamla Hill, Bhopal, Madhya Pradesh - 462013


	  reservation@jnph.in

	 +91 75 5266 1100 | +91 75 5423 5100





Get In Touch
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